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Abstract—Based on the theory of competition, social 

network analysis and the game theory, this thesis builds up the 

game model of portal competition analysis, studies the current 

status of portal competition from a new viewing angle, to add a 

new analytical tool and viewing angle for the research of 

portal competition and open the idea of competitive innovation 

for the entire portal industry. 
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With the rapid development of Internet, the homogeneity 
phenomenon in the development of portal websites also 
tends to be more obvious and expanding audience is 
restricted as well. In addition, due to the limitations of 
e-commerce development, major portal sites arrested 
development in the field of B2C which has a very high 
profit margin. It has a direct impact on the development of 
the portals. At present, the Internet enterprises should 
enhance the capacity of independent innovation through the 
technological innovation, find existing problems, timely 
adjust strategic goals, and improve the enterprises’ core 
competitiveness. 

I. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON THE PORTAL 
COMPETITION 

The questionnaire survey was conducted among the 
comprehensive group on different channels of the portal and 
a total of 190 questionnaires were returned. According to 
the relationship between the preferred and the second 
choice, the questionnaire data was processed by eight 
channels, and get eight channels’ relationship matrix. Each 
value in the matrix represents the number of the preferred 
and the secondary. In addition, the eight channels 
relationship matrix can be integrated into one relationship 
matrix, called “the integrated weighted channel”. The 
average weighted on the score of the eight channels in ten 
major portals Tencent, Sina, Netease, Sohu, Phoenix, China, 
MSN, 21CN China, TOM and YAHOO (The score is set 
from 0 to 8,8 for the channel at top position, 1 for the last, 
and 0 for the channel which is not set). After the weight of 
each channel is obtained, as shown in Table 2.1, multiplied 
by each value of the corresponding channel matrix. Finally 
we can get a relationship matrix of comprehensive weighted 
channel. 
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TABLEⅠ.  WEIGHT VALUES OF EIGHT CHANNEL

 
In this paper, we use the social network analysis method 

to analyze the questionnaire data, and use the Ucinet6.212 
analysis software to deal with the relationship matrix, then 
we can get the competitive network graph of each channel, 
and the clustering results of each matrix. 
A. Social Network Analysis of Channel 

 
In this group, there are 10 channel relationship matrixes. 

Ucinet software is used to draw the competition network 
diagram of each matrix. This paper only lists the 
relationship matrix and the network diagram of the news 
channel and other channels of the matrix and the network 
graph theory are the same. 

TABLEⅡ.  NEWS CHANNEL RELATION MATRIX 
News 

channel 
Tencent Sina Netease Sohu Phoenix China 21CN MSN China TOM YAHOO 

Tencent 0 42 13 12 12 1 0 0 0 0 

Sina 19 0 10 10 8 0 0 1 0 0 

Netease 3 5 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Sohu 4 4 3 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 

Phoenix 10 12 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 

China 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

21CN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MSN China 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TOM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

YAHOO 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

  
News Video Financial Entertainment Sports Auto Realestate 

Science and 

technology 

Tencent 8 4 7 5 6 2 1 3 

Sina 8 7 4 6 5 3 1 2 

Netease 8 7 4 5 6 3 1 2 

Sohu 8 7 5 4 6 3 2 1 

Phoenix 8 7 6 4 1 5 2 3 

China 8 0 7 5 3 6 0 4 

21CN 8 0 7 6 5 4 3 0 

MSN China 8 1 5 7 6 3 4 2 

TOM 8 0 0 6 5 7 0 0 

YAHOO 8 0 6 7 5 4 0 3 

Mean value 8 3.3 5.1 5.5 4.8 4 1.4 2 

Weight value 23% 10% 15% 16% 14% 12% 4% 6% 
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Fig.1. News channel network diagram 

From Figure 1, in the news channel, Tencent and Sina are 
intimately connected and they are in keen competition. In 
addition, among Tencent, Sina, Netease, Sohu and Phoenix, 
there are a fair amount of associations and competitions. As 
for the Chinese network, MSN China and YAHOO, 
although these sites relate with the ones listed above, the 
association is few and it's hard to compete with them. 21CN 
and TOM are in a state of isolation, indicating that both of 
them have very few users and non-threatening at present. 

B. Clustering Results 
Through the further process of the 10 channels, the news 

channel, the video channel, the financial channel, the 
entertainment channel, the sports channel, the sports 
channel, the auto channel, the real estate channel, the 
science and technology channel, the integrated channel, and 
the comprehensive weighted channel, the clustering results 
are as follows:

TABLEⅢ.  The Results of the Channel Clustering 

       Clustering 

Channel 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

news channel 
Tencen,Sina, 

Sohu, Phoenix 

Netease,China 

 
MSN China 21CN,TOM YAHOO  

video channel 
Tencent, Sina, 

Netease 
Sohu, Phoenix China,TOM 21CN 

MSN China, 

YAHOO 
 

financial channel 
Tencent,Phoeni

x 
Netease 

Sina,Sohu 

 
China 21CN,YAHOO 

MSN China, 

TOM 

entertainment channel 
Tencent, 

Sina,TOM 
Phoenix 

Netease,Sohu, 

MSN China 
YAHOO 21CN,China  

sports channel 
Tencent, Sina, 

Sohu 

Netease, 

Phoenix 
YAHOO 21CN,China 

MSN 

China,TOM 
 

auto channel 
Tencent, 

Phoenix 

Sina, Netease, 

Sohu 

China, 

MSN China 
21CN,YAHOO TOM  

real estate channel Tencent, Sina Netease Sohu, Phoenix YAHOO 21CN,China 
MSN China, 

TOM 

science and technology channel 
Tencent, Sina, 

Netease 
Phoenix 

Sina, 

YAHOO 
China 21CN,TOM MSN China 

integrated channel 
Tencent,Phoeni

x,YAHOO 
21CN 

Sina, Netease, 

Sohu 
China 

MSN 

China,TOM 
 

comprehensive weighted channel 

Tencent, Sina, 

Netease, Sohu, 

Phoenix 

MSN China TOM 

China, 

YAHOO 

 

21CN  
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Ⅱ. GAME STUDY OF THE PORTAL WEBSITES 
COMPETITION’S COURNOT MODEL 

This paper uses game theory of Cournot model to analyze 
the portal websites competition. The clustering results on 
the news channel, video channel, financial channel, 
entertainment channel, sports channel, auto channel, real 
estate channel, science and technology channel, integrated 
channel, and the comprehensive weighted channel are used 
as a game player of the Cournot model and the number of 
the clusters is the number of the game players. Set the basic 
assumptions, the basic variables and build up revenue 
function, calculate the income of each player by 
simultaneous equations. The total sample size of the group 
is 190. The basic assumption is that the ten portals studied 
in this paper take the same measure according to the 
strategy and have no fixed costs, only a marginal cost of 
every one unit increment of inputs. In addition, the 
assumption emphasizes that all of the portals decide the 
inputs at the same time. 

According to the size of the total number of the Preferred 
times, the marginal cost of each portal (Tencent, Sina, 
Netease, Sohu, Phoenix, CDC, 21CN, MSN China, TOM 
and Yahoo)strategy investment is assumed respectively as 
follow: 

8,10,,79,6,4,3,521 19181716151413121110 ========== ccccccc,c，cc ，  
Since each player is made by one or more portals, this 
thesis takes the biggest marginal cost among the portals as 
the marginal cost from each player. Assuming that each 
player improves their own competitiveness with a series of 
similar measures, the inputs of these measures are 
respectively , and the yield of per unit of input is 

∑
=

−=
n

j
jqNP

1
11

 

( N is the number for samples of the group,n is clustering 
number for each channel of the group). 
A. News Channel 
Set each player to improve their own competitiveness by 
taking the "information release in time" strategy and 
making a series of the same measures, The input of these 

measures are respectively
1514131211 ,,,, qqqqq ,yield per unit of 

input  is 

)(190 15141312111 qqqqqp ++++−= , 
As well as the marginal cost of the news channel's game 

player 1,game player 2,game player 3,game player 4,game 
player 5 is respectively: 

，， 810,7,6,1 19151814171315121411 ========== cKcKcKcKcK  
Thus, the revenue equation for each player is as follows: 

;186)( 1511141113111211
2

11111111111 qqqqqqqqqqKPqu −−−−−=−=     
;184)( 1512141213121211

2
12121211212 qqqqqqqqqqKPqu −−−−−=−=  

;183)( 1513141313121311
2

13131311313 qqqqqqqqqqKPqu −−−−−=−=  

；1514141314121411
2

14141411414 180)( qqqqqqqqqqKPqu −−−−−=−=  

；1514151315121511
2

15151511515 182)( qqqqqqqqqqKPqu −−−−−=−=  
The strategy ),,,( *

14
*
13

*
12

*
11 qqqq  can make the best interest of 

each game player if the *
14

*
13

*
12

*
11 qqqq 、、、  is the best strategy 

for each other, and also it consists a Nash equilibrium. 
According to the definition of Nash equilibrium, Nash 
equilibrium is a strategy combination of optimal strategies 
for each game player. Therefore, if the strategy combination 

),,,( *
14

*
13

*
12

*
11 qqqq is the Nash equilibrium of this game, the 

solution ),,,( *
14

*
13

*
12

*
11 qqqq  must be the maximum value of the 

equation. The above four equations are first-order 
derivation and simultaneous equations: 

810700,868,928,1054
3530,28,31,32,34

1514131211

11514131211

=====
======

uuuuu
Pqqqqq

，

，

 
So the strategy combination (34, 32, 31, 28, 30) is the 

only Nash equilibrium in this game, and also the result of 
this game. The overall yield is 4360. 
B. Video Channel 

Set each player taking the "content" of the strategy, the 
corresponding solution method and content in the same way. 
Therefore, the strategy combination (33, 34, 28, 29, 30) is 
the only Nash equilibrium of the game, and also the result 
of the game. The overall yield is 4462. 
C. Financial Channel 

Set each player taking the "content" of the strategy, the 
corresponding solution method and content in the same way. 
Therefore, the strategy combination（28，27，29，26，23，
22） is the only Nash equilibrium of the game, and also the 
result of the game. The overall yield is 4508. 
D. Entertainment Channel 

Set each player taking e the "content" of the strategy, the 
corresponding solution method and content in the same way. 
Therefore, the strategy combination（28，34，31，30，29） 
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is the only Nash equilibrium of the game, and also the result 
of the game. The overall yield is 4642. 
E. Sports Channel 

Set each player taking the "content" of the strategy, the 
corresponding solution method and content in the same way. 
Therefore, the strategy combination（35，33，30，29，28）
is the only Nash equilibrium of the game, and also the result 
of the game. The overall yield is 4374. 
F. Auto Channel 

Set each player taking the "content" of the strategy, the 
corresponding solution method and content in the same way. 
Therefore, the strategy combination（34，33，31，29，28） 
is the only Nash equilibrium of the game,and also the result 
of the game. The overall yield is 4366. 
G. Real Estate Channel 

Set each player taking the "content" of the strategy, the 
corresponding solution method and content in the same way. 
Therefore, the strategy combination（31，28，29，25，24，
23） is the only Nash equilibrium of the game, and also the 
result of the game. The overall yield is 3836. 
H. Science andTechnology Channel 

Set each player taking the "content" of the strategy, the 
corresponding solution method and content in the same way. 
Therefore, the strategy combination（28，29，25，27，23，
26）is the only Nash equilibrium of the game, and also the 
result of the game. The overall yield is 4026. 
I. Integrated Channel 

Set each game to take the "content" of the strategy, the 
corresponding solution method and content in the same way. 
Therefore, the strategy combination（33，31，28，30，29） 
is the only Nash equilibrium of the game, but also the result 
of the game, the overall yield is 4726. 
J. Integrated Weighted Channel 

Set each game to take the "content" of the strategy, the 
corresponding solution method and content in the same way. 
Therefore, the strategy combination（33，31，28，30，29） 
is the only Nash equilibrium of the game, but also the result 
of the game, the overall yield is 4726. 
 

Ⅲ. GAME COMPETITION ANALYSIS OF PORTAL 
WEBSITE 

In this group, the yield of the integrated weighted 

channel (4726) is the highest, followed by entertainment 
channel (4642) and integrated channel (4638). It reflects 
that most of the Internet users are concerned about the hot 
information, including entertainment information and other 
kinds of comprehensive information. At the same time, the 
comprehensive weighted channel, entertainment channel 
and integrated channel take measures on contents. The 
portal site should enhance the comprehensiveness and 
richness of content. In this group, Sohu's total earnings are 
the largest one(9862)followed by Phoenix (9798), Sina 
(9578), Tencent (9549), the least yield is TOM (6024). 

In the news channel, Tencent, Sina, Sohu, phoenix net 
income is the highest (1054,1054,1054,1054); in the video 
channel, Sohu and phoenix net income is the highest 
(1088,1088);in the financial channel, Sina and Sohu's 
revenue is the highest (928,928); in the entertainment 
channel, the highest return is Phoenix (1156); in the sports 
channel, Tencent, Sina and Sohu's revenue is the 
highes(1120,1120,1120); in the auto channel, Tencent, 
phoenix net income of the highest (1054,1054); in the real 
estate channel, Tencent, Sina's revenue is the highest 
(868,868); in the science and technology channel, phoenix 
net income is the highest (812); in the integrated channel, 
Sina, Netease, Sohu's earnings are the highest 
(1089,1089,1089);in the Comprehensive weighted channel, 
Tencent, Sina, Netease, Sohu, phoenix net income of the 
highest (1122,1122,1122,1122,1122). 

Ⅳ. CONCLUSION 
Firstly, the Internet users are mostly concerned about the 

news, video, entertainment, science and technology. In 
these several aspects, Tencent, Sina, Netease, Sohu and 
phoenix do better and gain higher income in the game. As 
our country's three major portals, Sina, Netease and Sohu 
are still in development, but they still have a long way to go 
while comparing with Tencent and Phoenix. 

Secondly, Chinese portals experienced the money 
burning era, the profitable stage and now the transition 
stage. In the process of the development, many sites are 
eliminated, leaving only a number of influential portals. 
However, the competitions are still fierce and the 
competition landscape also presents new characteristics and 
trends. In view of the huge demand of the information 
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society, the network information is numerous and varied, 
and the development strategy of the portal website includes 
four aspects: first is to create excellent corporate culture and 
to train outstanding professionals to improve the 
competitiveness of the portal, second is to use the news 
influence for expanding the scale of users; third is to 
establish a professional and characteristic portal; fourth is to 
create differentiated services by the application of new 
technologies. 
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